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 During the drilling process, sharp edges of materil called burrs are produced and 
protrude from the original surface.  When a through-hole is drilled, burrs form on both 
the entry and exit surfaces around the hole, requiring expensive deburring operations to 
be performed in order to meet part specifications.  A common hole producing operation 
in aircraft assembly is drilling holes through multiple sheet metal layers in order to fasten 
them together.  However, at the interface between two layers, burrs form on both the exit 
of the first layer (termed “skin”) and entry of the second layer (termed “frame”).  
Consequently, the layers frequently need to be taken apart, deburred, and put back 
together again before being fastened, resulting in additional costs and increased assembly 
time.   
          The goal of this thesis was to understand the role of key factors such as drill 
geometry, drill wear and clamping conditions on burr fo mation at the interface of two 
thin sheets of 2024-T3 aluminum so that interlayer burr formation could be minimized.  
This problem was approached from three different angles.  First, an experimental study 
was performed to find the drill geometry parameters fo  minimization of interlayer burrs 
and to ascertain the relationship between the average burr size and drill wear.  Next, a 
new kind of clamping system for holding sheet metal layers together during drilling was 
designed, prototyped, and tested for its effectiveness.  Finally, a preliminary analytical 
model of interlayer burr formation was created in order to better understand the burr 
 xviii  
formation process in stacked layers of sheet metal and to better understand the effect that 
each drilling parameter has on the resulting burr size.   
 Results showed that interlayer burr heights tend to be somewhat reduced with 
lower point angle drills and significantly reduced with the use of step drills.  It was also 
found that drill wear does not have a significant effect on burr sizes when drilling through 
2024-T3 aluminum stacks.  The prototyped clamping system, which works by pushing 
the layers together from one side, was found to reduc  burr size and can be easily used in 
addition to existing clamping methods.  The analytical model for interlayer burr 
formation was calibrated and compared with experimental results and was found to 
correctly predict the trend in burr height with increase in feed rate.  Finally, the thesis 
provides recommendations for further research including improvements to the analytical 








1.1 Background and Motivation 
 
Drilling is a machining process used to create or enlarge holes into or through a 
workpiece material.  The process is performed with the use of a drill, which works by 
rotating at a fast speed while simultaneously being fed into the workpiece, removing 
incremental amounts of workpiece material.  The drill itself, which performs the cutting 
action, has multiple cutting edges and flutes running along its length that allow the chips 
of workpiece material to be carried away.   
 During the drilling process, burrs form on both the entry and exit surfaces as a 
result of plastic deformation of the workpiece materi l.  Burrs are simply small amounts 
of attached material that protrude from the original entry and exit surfaces around the 
drilled hole.  An illustration of the drilling process as well as both entry and exit burr 
formation is shown in Figure 1.1.  They are generally unwanted, and commonly need to 
be removed depending on the specific desired part geometry.  If they are not removed, 
they can cause misalignment with adjacent parts.  Because of strain-hardening effects, 
burrs are typically harder than the original material [1], meaning that contact between two 
adjacent parts with the burr in between can cause cracks to form and can reduce the 
overall fatigue life of the assembly.  The burrs can also get detached from the surface and 
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get trapped between mating surfaces leading to three-body abrasion and eventual failure 
of the assembly, among numerous other potential problems. 
 
 
Figure 1.1:  Entry and exit burr formation 
 
 One common application of drilling is in the creation of through-holes in stacks of 
sheet metal layers, frequently performed in the aerospace industry so that the layers can 
be fastened together with rivets.  However, because b rrs form at the entry and exit of 
workpiece materials, burrs will exist at the exit of the top layer and the entry of the 
bottom layer, leaving hardened, protruding material at the interface of the sheet metal 
layers called interlayer burrs.  An illustration ofstacked sheet metal drilling and 
interlayer drilling burr formation is shown in Figure 1.2.  Because of the aforementioned 
problems associated with burrs, the drilled layers then need to be destacked so that the 
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burr material can be removed through a deburring operation before the layers are stacked 
together once more and fastened.   
 
 
Figure 1.2:  Interlayer burr formation [2] 
 
 Products such as large aircraft can require up to millions of through holes to be 
made, most of which require deburring operations in order to meet safety requirements.  
Thus, the formation of interlayer burrs and the resulting destacking and deburring 
operations that need to be performed can be very costly and time-consuming.   
 Although much work has been done to reduce burr formation in general, little has 
been studied regarding interlayer burr formation in between sheet metal layers.  
Specifically, more needs to be known regarding the relationship between burr formation 
and drill wear, the ideal clamping conditions to reduce interlayer burr sizes, and the 






Interlayer Burr Separation 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
As stated in the previous section, interlayer burr fo mation is costly in the aircraft 
industry due to the necessary destacking of the layrs and subsequent deburring 
operations.  Although it may not be possible to eliminate burr formation completely, any 
reduction in interlayer burr sizes could reduce deburring costs and possibly eliminate the 
need for some deburring operations depending on the saf ty specifications of the 
assembly being produced.  With this ultimate goal in mind, this thesis addresses the 
following questions: 
• What specific drill geometry will minimize interlayer burr sizes not just initially, 
but throughout its useful life? 
• Do interlayer burr sizes increase significantly with drill wear, and is there a point 
at which burr sizes increase dramatically? 
• What are the ideal sheet metal clamping conditions f r minimizing burrs and how 
can they be implemented? 
• How could interlayer burr formation be modeled mathematically so as to gain a 
greater understanding of the effects of different drilling parameters? 
 
1.3 Research Goals 
The research work detailed in this thesis will attempt to answer the questions posed in the 
previous section, with the ultimate goal of significantly reducing interlayer burr sizes in 
drilling of holes in stacked sheet metal layers.  To do this, the following goals were 
established: 
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• To conduct experiments to determine the relationship between drill wear and 
interlayer burr sizes, and to find a burr-minimizing drill geometry.   
• To conceptualize, design, prototype, and test multiple sheet metal clamping 
concepts for interlayer burr minimization. 
• To create a mathematical model of interlayer burr fo mation as a function of 
various drilling parameters and conditions in order to identify ideal drilling 
conditions. 
 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
Chapter II details more information about drilling and burr formation as well as gives an 
overview of previous research pertinent to the research goals listed above.  The 
experimental work studying interlayer burr formation with respect to different drill 
geometries and wear conditions is described in Chapter III.  Chapter IV describes work 
done to create and implement an ideal clamping method for sheet metal layers in drilling.  
Chapter V presents a mathematical model of interlay burr formation, and Chapter VI 
summarizes the key conclusions of this thesis and provides recommendations for future 











The following literature review was conducted in order to obtain the necessary 
background knowledge for the topics studied in thisesis.  Additionally, it was desired 
to find which topics had been studied extensively and which topics were relatively 
untouched and needed further examination.  Based on the research goals listed in the 
previous chapter, the topics studied in the literature review include drilling in general, 
burr formation in general, experimental and analytical models related to burrs, and 
interlayer burr formation.   
 
 
2.2 Introduction to Drilling 
 
2.2.1 Factors Affecting Drilling 
Although the drilling process might seem simple dueto the fact that it only requires the 
tool to be fed in one direction and only results in circular holes, the amount of complexity 
in analyzing the process can be large.  Galloway [3] categorized five criteria for 
measuring drill performance including speed, drill life, efficiency of metal removal, hole 
accuracy, and hole surface finish, and listed over 60 factors that can affect those criteria 
divided into the properties of the drill, workpiece, machine, and drilling conditions.   
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2.2.2 Standard Drill Geometries 
Figure 2.1 shows many of the different drill geometry parameters that are typically varied 
in commercially available twist drills [4].  The two factors varied for the experimental 
investigations later in Chapter III are the point agle and presence or absence of a step as 
they were found to be two of the most influential factors on resulting burr sizes. 
 
2.2.3 Drill Materials 
Standard drills are typically made of either steels such as high carbon steel or high speed 
steel or carbides such as tungsten carbide.  Coatings are also frequently applied to the 
outside surface of drills in order to increase their r sistance to wear and improve the 
quality of the holes produced.  Typical coating materi ls are black oxide, which is a layer 
of Fe3O4 formed on the surface of a tool through a reaction with the iron content of the 
tool, and titanium nitride.  For the experimental investigations in this thesis, high speed 
steel drills with black oxide coating were used. 
 
2.2.4 Other Drill Geometries 
Apart from the standard twist drill geometry parameters discussed above, there are other 
drill geometry options that can be created.  Figure 2.1 compares some of the drill 
geometry options discussed previously such as helix angle, point angle, and coating as 
well as the options for having a split point or a step drill [2].  As seen in the figure, a split 
point drill has a rake face with two different inclination angles.  Another type of drill 
geometry is the multifacet drill, which has been shown to create improved surface 




Figure 2.1:  Standard drill geometry parameters [2] 
 
 A step drill, as shown in Figure 2.2, is a regular drill with a small portion of the 
diameter reduced at the tip of the drill.  Therefor, when a step drill is used, a smaller 
diameter hole is created before the final diameter is cut out.  Thus, a step drill can be 
thought of as a tool that drills its own pilot hole.  Because of this, after a burr is formed as 
a result of the first diameter, the second diameter removes some of the first burr and 
forms another smaller burr [5].  Experimental investigations have shown that step drills 
tend to form smaller burrs than conventional drill geometries [5, 6].  The parameters of a 
step drill that can be varied include the ratio of D2 to D1, L, and θ2.  One study varied the 
Standard  Split Point  
Standard High Helix  Black Oxide  TiN Coating  
118° Point  135° Point  
 Step No Step  
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ratio of D2 to D1 and found that it should not be less than 0.6 in order to maintain good 
cutting conditions [7].   
 
Figure 2.2:  Step drill parameters [5] 
 
2.2.5 Drilling Forces 
The two forces typically measured in drilling experiments are the drilling thrust force and 
torque, which can be measured using a dynamometer.  Some attempts have been made to 
model the drilling forces as a function of the various parameters.  An analytical model 
was created to find the forces resulting just from the chisel edge of the drill [8].  Another 
model by Williams [35] modeled both the thrust force and torque for both the chisel edge 
and the main cutting edges.  One experimental investigation found that a lower point 
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angle results in a lower thrust but a higher torque [3], and another found empirical 
equations for the thrust and torque of step drills [7].  
 
2.2.6 Drill Wear 
Drills, like all cutting tools, wear down as a result of their use.  Wear can be in the form 
of material removed from the drill itself or from workpiece material adhering to the tool.  
Tool wear can negatively affect a part’s accuracy and surface finish and can lead to 
higher cutting forces and temperatures.  The rate of drill wear is affected by the drilling 
parameters, the workpiece material properties, and the drill geometry, material, and 
coating type.  An experimental study found that a drill’s point angle has the largest effect 
on drill life among the geometry parameters in the cutting of steel with a feed of 0.01 
in/rev [3].  One investigation identified six types of wear affecting drills [9].  Figure 2.3 
shows the two types of drill wear measured in the experiments in Chapter 3.  The flank 
wear, shown on the right, can be measured as an average value of the wear running the 
length of the cutting lip.  The outer corner wear, shown on the left, is simply a single 
measure of the amount of flank wear at the very end of the cutting lip.   
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Figure 2.3:  Drill wear measurements [9] 
 
2.3 Introduction to Burrs 
 
2.3.1 Types of Burrs 
Depending on the specific machining operation being performed and all of the variable 
parameters discussed previously, different types of burrs can form.  The following four 
different burr formation types have been identified n the literature as:  a Poisson burr 
caused by material bulging under compression, rollover and tear burrs formed by a chip 
being pushed or torn away respectively instead of sheared, and a cut-off burr caused by 
raw material separating before a separation cut is finished [10].  Three different kinds of 
drilling burrs, all of which are rollover burrs, have been identified.  They include the 
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following:  a uniform burr, which is small and even around the hole; a crown burr, which 
is tall and jagged, and a rolled-back burr, which is long burr material that has rolled under 
itself [11].  In Figure 2.4, “Type A” is a small uniform drilling burr, “Type B” is a large 
uniform burr, and “Type C” is a crown burr.  Figure 2.5 shows a typical drilling burr in 
aluminum, similar to the ones observed in the current study and shown in Chapter 3.  As 
can be seen, the burr most closely resembles a uniform burr, despite the fact that the burr 
thickness is somewhat variable around the diameter of the hole.  This variability reflects 
the fact that burr formation is very random, and will generally form in a slightly different 
way for every hole.   
 
 
Figure 2.4:  Types of drilling burrs [5] 
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Figure 2.5:  Aluminum drilling exit burr [2] 
 
2.3.2 Burr Formation Mechanism 
Machining burrs typically form as a result of material being plastically deformed rather 
than cut towards the entrance or exit of a machined feature.  One investigation defined 
three different stages in burr formation for orthogonal cutting as initiation, at which point 
plastic deformation begins; development, during which material deformation increases 
while the amount of material being cut decreases; and formation [12], when only plastic 
deformation occurs and the burr is formed into its final shape.  Another more detailed 
explanation listed eight different stages, with differences being made between ductile and 
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brittle materials [13].  Such modeling of burr formation can be used to gain a greater 
understanding of how they can be reduced.  For example, a study by Aurich [1] stated 
that cooling the workpiece, such as with the use of coolant fluids, helps to reduce burr 
heights by lowering the material’s rate of plastic deformation.   
 
2.3.3 Burr Measurements 
There are many different burr characteristics that can be measured, and many different 
methods for measuring them.  Burr geometry characteristics include the burr height and 
thickness and whether or not the burr is rolled over on itself.  An illustration of a burr’s 
height and width is shown in Figure 2.6.  Although the burr height is the most commonly 
measured characteristic, it has been stated that a burr’s thickness contributes more to 
deburring costs than a burr’s height [14].  Claus listed several different ways in which 
burrs can be measured, including contact methods, such as the use of micrometers or 
profilometers, and optical methods, such as measuring the length of a burr’s shadow from 
a light with a known angle or finding the differenc in microscope table displacements 
[15].  Franke, et. al. classified all of the burr measurement methods and performed an 
evaluation to directly compare six of the different techniques [41].  Multiple studies have 
suggested that optical burr measurement methods are uperior to contact methods due to 
the small sizes of burrs making contact methods inaccurate [16, 17].  Recently, more 
advanced optical techniques have been employed which are capable of obtaining an 
accurate 3D image of the entire burr such as interferometry or conoscopic holography 
[40].  Regardless of the type of measurement used, multiple studies have reported that 
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burrs are so variable that they require a large number of measurements to be statistically 
accurate [14, 16]. 
 
 
Figure 2.6:  Burr height and width 
 
2.3.4 Burr Problems 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, some of the main problems associated with burrs are that 
they cause misalignment between adjacent parts and c  reduce the fatigue properties of 
assembled systems.  Other problems include the introduction of stress risers in critical 
areas [11], operator danger of getting cut by sharp burrs, and poor part aesthetics [15].  
Additional problems are caused when burrs break off and move between assembled parts.  
For example, because burrs are typically harder than eir parent material due to strain 
hardening effects [1], the relative motion of the burr trapped between mating surfaces can 
cause cracks to form.  Broken-off burrs can also cause interference with other product 
operations, such as shorting out electronic equipment [15].   
 For industrial situations, however, the main negative effect felt by burrs is the cost 
of deburring operations.  Although deburring costs vary depending on the specific 





Burr Height  
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removal costs [18].  It has also been reported thatdeburring costs associated with 
removing interlayer burrs from aircraft structures can account for up to 30% of total 
manufacturing costs [19].  The danger from not removing interlayer burrs from aircraft is 
that serious structural safety problems can occur [20].   
 
2.4 Burr Investigations 
 
Because of the aforementioned problems with burrs, much prior work has gone into 
reducing the size of drilling burrs.  This work has taken the form of experimental 
investigations to find which drilling geometries, parameters, and material properties 
minimize burr sizes, as well as finite element modeling and analytical modeling.  
However, a vast majority of these investigations focus on drilling burrs formed in a single 
layer of material.   
 
2.4.1 Experimental Investigations – Drilling Parameters 
Many investigations have studied the effects of drilling spindle speeds and feed rates on 
the resulting burr sizes.  The feed per revolution is the most commonly experimentally 
varied parameter.  Many studies have all shown that lower feed rates tend to reduce burr 
heights and/or thicknesses [21, 22, 13, 23, 2], possibly because of lower resulting thrust 
forces which reduce the amount of bending of burr material.  Fewer experiments have 
been performed and fewer conclusive results have been made regarding changes in 
spindle speed, but one study found that higher spindle speeds tend to reduce burr 




2.4.2 Experimental Investigations – Drilling Geometries 
The two most commonly varied drilling geometry parameters in burr studies are the helix 
angle and point angle.  Multiple studies have shown that higher helix angles tend to 
reduce burr heights [21, 22, 2].  It has also been commonly observed that lower (steeper) 
point angles tend to minimize burrs [21, 2].   
 
2.4.3 Experimental Investigations – Wear and Workpiece Material 
Very few investigations have been made regarding the relationship between drill wear 
and burr sizes.  One study found that drill wear does significantly increase the sizes of 
burrs for miniature holes [25].  Another limited series of tests also found that burrs 
increased with drill wear but the study only considered up to fifty holes [26]. 
 Regarding the workpiece material properties, it is commonly known that higher 
material ductility values result in larger burrs due to the smaller forces required for plastic 
deformation.  Another study also found that higher wo kpiece hardness values result in 
lower burr thicknesses [24].   
 
2.4.4 Empirical Burr Modeling 
Most models used to predict burr sizes are empirical models.  In empirical models, results 
from experiments are used to create a mathematical equation which outputs burr sizes as 
a function of the different parameters varied.  Multiple empirical models have been 
obtained to predict the sizes of drilling burrs, varying parameters such as the helix angle, 
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point angle, feed rate, and workpiece hardness [21, 27, 18, 28].  However, these models 
are created with a finite number of experiments using discrete parameter values and 
specific materials.  Thus, they are not always capable of accurately predicting burr sizes 
for any given set of drilling parameters and any given material.  
 
2.4.5 Finite Element Modeling of Burrs 
Many finite element models have been developed to predict drilling burr formation.  One 
model employed a 2D analysis based on temperature and stress distributions and verified 
the model using experimental data [29].  Other models have employed a 3D analysis of 
burr formation [30, 31].  An example of a finite element model of drilling burr formation 
is shown in Figure 2.7.  Vijayarghavan [19] discussed how interlayer burr formation 
could be modeled and gave details regarding the necssary use of thermal and mechanical 
contact elements, failure, and crack propagation.  Although no complete finite element 
model has been created for interlayer sheet metal burr formation like this thesis focuses 
on, finite element models have been used to study the effect of having a thick backup 
material against the machining exit surface [30, 31, 32].  It has been found that the use of 
a backup material, or more specifically a backup materi l level with the predefined 
machined surface, is the best way to minimize burr formation, due to the fact that it does 
not allow any room for a burr to form and provides a force that opposes the plastic 




Figure 2.7:  Finite element model of drilling burr fo mation [31] 
 
2.4.6 Analytical Burr Modeling 
Analytical burr models attempt to use mathematical equations to find quantitative values 
of burr geometry parameters.  Many of these models have been created for orthogonal 
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cutting, and then experimentally verified by testing parameters such as the rake angle and 
chip thickness [33] or the spindle speed [12].   
 Some models have also been created specifically for drilling burrs, but 
exclusively in single layered materials.  Sofronas [34] created a model for finding exit 
burr heights and thicknesses as a function of the drilling geometries and parameters.  The 
model works through an energy rate balance equation which finds the point at which the 
downward cutting force of the drill is equivalent to he force required to plastically 
deform the remaining material underneath the drill into a burr.  The model then assumes 
that this remaining material under the drill no longer gets cut and completely plastically 
deforms into the final burr shape.  In Figure 2.8, the remaining material under the drill at 
the burr initiation point is indicated in dotted lines, while the final resulting burr shape is 
in solid lines.  The derivation of this model uses another model by Williams [35], which 
gives the drilling cutting forces as a function of drill geometry.  The analytical model for 




Figure 2.8:  Sofronas model of drilling exit burr fo mation [34] 
 
 Another analytical drilling burr model was developed by Kim [36].  This model is 
similar to the Sofronas model in that it uses an energy balance equation to predict the burr 
initiation point.  However, it implies that burr initiation takes place before the drill tip has 
exited the workpiece rather than after and that the final burr shape is formed by a crown 
burr being stretched rather than material being plastic lly deformed around a hinge.  
Consequently, this model is only applicable in the case of ductile workpiece materials 
that are capable of forming crown burrs.  Figure 2.9 shows the assumed stages of this 









Figure 2.9:  Kim model of drilling exit burr formation [36] 
 
2.5 Interlayer Burrs 
 
In industrial situations, such as in aerospace and automotive production, stacks of sheet 
metal layers are typically drilled through so that they can be fastened together with rivets.  
As explained previously, because of the interlayer bur s that form between the layers and 
the problems associated with them, the stacks frequently need to be disassembled and 
deburred before being reassembled and riveted, resulting in a loss of time and money.  
Among all machining operations performed on stackups, drilling is by far the most 
prevalent [19].  An illustration of the interlayer burr formation process is shown in Figure 
1.2.   
 One of the advantages of using stackups is that they are capable of providing 
better strength-to-weight ratios than single layers [19, 37].  Stackups can also be made of 
different materials, such that each layer provides a different functionality [19].   
 
2.5.1 Interlayer Burr Formation 
One investigation identified six different kinds of interlayer burrs that can form 
depending on whether or not there is a thick layer of sealant between the layers and 
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whether the burr forms straight downwards, rolls away from the hole, or rolls into the 
hole [37].  An illustration of these burrs is shown in Figure 2.10.  If layers have different 
bending properties, then gaps could more easily form while the layers are being bent by 
the drill, allowing more room for burrs to form [39].   
 
 
Figure 2.10:  Interlayer burr types [37] 
 
2.5.2 Interlayer Burr Prevention 
The primary way in which interlayer burrs can be prevented is through the use of 
clamping systems to hold the sheet metal layers together during drilling.  This is due to 
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the fact that when the layers are held together tightly around the area of the hole being 
drilled, there is no room for burr formation to occur.   
 In the aerospace industry, two commonly used sheet m tal clamping methods are 
the hand clamp and the cleco clamp.  The hand clamp is a simple squeeze action clamp 
that locks the layers together from both sides and is illustrated in Figure 2.11.  The cleco 
clamp is a spring-loaded hole clamp that gets pushed into an existing hole and expands to 
lock the two layers together.  Cleco clamps are shown in Figure 2.12.  Both types of 
clamps are discussed further in section 4.2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.11:  Hand clamp 
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Figure 2.12:  Cleco clamps 
 
2.5.3 Multilayered Modeling Problems 
A problem with studying drilling of multiple layers i  that it is a fundamentally different 
problem than drilling through a single layer of material, such that single layer results 
cannot be easily applied [19].  One study identified n w factors that need to be taken into 
account such as clamping position and strength, burr accumulation, and stacking order if 
different materials are used [38].  Some properties hat would need to be taken into 
account for finite element modeling include having a break from steady state conditions 
while the drill is between layers, having geometric constraints on burr formation, and 
having temperature property differences between the diff rent layers [19].  It has also 
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been stated that tool wear accelerates interlayer burr formation and needs to be modeled 
[38].   
 
2.5.4 Interlayer FEM Investigations 
It has been stated that the amount of gap formation between layers is the single most 
important factor affecting burr formation as a gap is needed for a burr to be able to 
geometrically form [30].  A finite element model of interlayer burr formation was created 
by Choi [39], which modeled the gap formation between the layers.  It was found that the 
material directly below the drill tip would experience a large plastic deformation 
immediately prior to the drill exiting the layer.  The clamping location relative to the hole 
was found to only have a major effect of the elastic bending of the material.  
Consequently, higher thrust force values were found to have the largest correlation with 
levels of plastic deformation, gap formation, and burr sizes.  It was also found that both 
layers would vibrate during the process and that these vibrations would contact the burrs 




Many studies have been conducted related to drilling a d burr formation in general, and 
research has been performed on the shapes and sizes and burrs formed specifically by 
drilling.  Experimental investigations have shown that drilling burr sizes tend to be 
reduced with lower feed rates, higher helix angles, lower point angles, and lower 
workpiece material ductility values.  Models to predict drilling burr formation have also 
been created based on empirical data, finite element simulations, and analytical 
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equations.  Regarding interlayer burr formation, only a few general studies and finite 
element simulations have been performed.   
 Apart from the topics listed above that have been studied, there are some areas of 
drilling, burr formation, and interlayer burr formation that are relatively unexplored.  
Very little work has been done to ascertain the correlation between drill wear and burr 
formation, which is needed for industry in order to understand how frequently drills need 
to be changed to avoid increasingly large burrs.  Almost no experimental investigations 
on interlayer burr formation have been performed, and no analytical model of interlayer 
drilling burr formation has been reported.  Therefo, this thesis addresses the 
aforementioned deficiencies in the literature through experimental studies and analytical 






INTERLAYER DRILLING BURR EXPERIMENTS 
 
 
3.1 Goal and Approach 
 
This chapter will detail the work undertaken to find a suitable drill geometry capable of 
minimizing interlayer burr heights not just initially, but throughout its useful life during 
which the drill wears.  First, experimental parameters had to be selected based on 
previous findings.  Next, an experimental setup and  systematic experimental procedure 
were developed and executed.  Many forms of measurements, including the drilling 
forces, drill wear, and burr sizes, were made during the tests and later analyzed.  Through 
the experiments, the effects of various drill geometry parameters on interlayer burr sizes 
were identified, including the effect of drill wear. 
 
 
3.2 Parameter Selection 
 
 According to the results from previous experimental investigations discussed in 
Chapter II, two of the most influential factors on burr formation for both single and 
stacked layers are the presence or absence of a step nd the point angle of the drill tip [5, 
2].  Step drills were chosen for study as opposed to other non-conventional geometries 
such as chamfer drills and round drills due to the results of a study indicating the 
superiority of step drills [6].  Because of the importance of these two factors, it was 
desired that the specific drill geometries to be studied be able to isolate the effects of 
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these two factors.  Therefore, it was decided that a total of three different drill geometries 
would be studied.  This would allow the effect of one of the factors to be isolated 
between the first and second drill geometry and the ot r factor to be isolated between 
the second and third.  No more than three different drill geometries were used due to the 
extensive time required to run tests throughout the drill lifetimes and due to the fact that 
two replications were made for each geometry.  The thr e drills chosen for study in these 
experiments are as listed in Table 3.1.  Figure 3.1 shows a picture of the three drill 
geometries.  
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 The study by Newton, et. al. [2] on the effects of various drilling parameters on 
interlayer burr formation was given particular importance due to the fact that it was 
performed in the same laboratory and under very similar conditions as in this thesis.  Drill 
1 was selected since it has most of the optimal drill parameters identified in Newton, et. 
al.’s study, including the step, 118° point angle, a split point, and a black oxide coating.  
Note that Drill 1 had an uncoated portion on the tip since the coating was removed when 
the step was ground.  Drill 2 was selected so that it would be similar to Drill 1 but 
without the step, in order to isolate the effect of he step as much as possible.  Drill 3 was 
chosen to be identical to Drill 2 except for the point angle, which was 135°, thereby 
isolating the effect of the point angle.  All of the drills were #10 in size (4.91 mm or 
0.1935” diameter) and made of high speed steel.  The specific geometry of the step is 
shown in Figure 3.2.  Therefore, to summarize the drill selection process, Drill 1 was 
chosen to have as many optimal parameters as possible identified in the previous study; 
Drill 2 was chosen to isolate the effect of having a step, and Drill 3 was chosen to isolate 
the effect of point angle.   
 The drilling process parameters and conditions used in the experiments are 
indicated in Table 3.2.  The relatively low feed rate of 0.004 in/rev (0.1016 mm/rev) was 
chosen because of the clear indication from previous st dies [21, 2] that lower feed rates 
produce smaller burrs.  Hand clamps were chosen as opposed to other forms of clamping 
due to their ease of use and their frequency of use in industry.  A more detailed 
description of typical clamping methods for stacked sheets is given in Section 4.2.3.  The 
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workpiece material consisted of two sheets of 1/16” ( .59 mm) thick Aluminum 2024-T3, 
fixed together at a clamping distance of 25 mm on either side of the hole. 
 
 
Figure 3.2:  Step drill parameters used [5] 
 
 
Table 3.2:  Drilling conditions utilized in Phase II. 
Feed Rate 0.004 in/rev (0.1016 mm/rev) 
Speed 4500 rpm 
Clamp Type Hand clamps 
Clamp Distance 25 mm on either side of hole 
Workpiece Aluminum 2024-T3 
 
 
D1 = 4.91 mm     
 (.1935”) 
D2 = 4.41 mm 
 (.1735”)    
Ө1 = 118º    
Ө2 = 40º    




3.3 Experimental Procedure 
 
 During the experiments, holes were drilled in a Fadal VMC 15 vertical machining 
center seen in Figure 3.3.  A Kistler 9272 drilling force dynamometer, capable of 
measuring both drilling thrust and torque, was clamped into the machine, and an 
aluminum fixture was bolted to the dynamometer.  The purpose of the fixture was to 
provide a link between the dynamometer and the samples being drilled.  An angular piece 
of 2024-T3 aluminum frame material with a thickness of 1/16” (1.59 mm) was then 
screwed to the side of the fixture, and a piece of flat 2024-T3 aluminum skin material, 
also 1/16” (1.59 mm) thick, was clamped on top of the frame material using two hand 
clamps as shown in Figure 3.4.  The clamps used were D -Sta-Co model 424 squeeze 





























Figure 3.5:  De-Sta-Co model 424 squeeze action clamp 
 
 Each of the three drills mentioned in the previous section were used to drill 1500 
holes.  This number was established from preliminary testing that indicated an increase in 
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the flank wear rate around 1500 holes.  All holes were drilled without coolant in a setup 
similar to the one shown in Figure 3.4.  Two replications of the experiment were 





3.4.1 Drilling Forces 
The thrust force and torque were recorded as a function of time for all holes drilled.  This 
was accomplished by running the output from the Kistler 9272 drilling force 
dynamometer to a Kistler 5010 amplifier.  The amplified output was then run to a 
computer’s data acquisition card and read using Nation l Instruments LabVIEW at a 
sampling frequency of 1000 Hz.   
 For each hole drilled, the instantaneous thrust force and torque at the moment the 
chisel edge of the drill broke through the first sheet (i.e. the “breakthrough thrust” and 
“breakthrough torque”) were then determined from the data and used to create plots of 
thrust force and torque as a function of hole number (ranging from 1 to 1500).  Appendix 
A presents the MATLAB code used for finding the breakthrough forces and plotting 
them.  Essentially, the breakthrough forces were det rmined by finding the point in time 
at which the thrust forces began to increase (the point at which the tip of the drill touches 
the top layer) and calculating at what point the tip would break through based on the 
drilling feed rate.  The breakthrough force was then taken as a moving average of 26 
milliseconds around this point.  The moving average was taken as opposed to a single 
measurement in order to account for the fact that variations in material thickness might 
change the exact breakthrough time by a few milliseconds.  Figure 3.6 below shows an 
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example graph of the drilling thrust force and torque vs. time during the drilling of one 
hole.  The instantaneous position at which the breakthrough forces are recorded is marked 
with a red line, while the points in time at which t e chisel edge breaks through the 
bottom of the second layer and at which drilling is complete are marked with green and 














































Figure 3.6:  Example drilling forces over time for one hole 
 
3.4.2 Burr Heights 
The sizes of interlayer burrs formed at the drill exit from the skin material (skin exit burr) 
and drill entry in the frame material (frame entry burr) were measured once every 50 
holes, for a total of 31 burr measurements in each 1500 hole experimental run.  The 
interlayer burr size was measured utilizing three diff rent methods.   
 The first and primary method involved measuring the burr heights using an 
optical comparator and a gage block.  Figure 3.7 illustrates this method.  First, the optical 
Breakthrough Point Drilling Complete 
Chisel Breakthrough of 
Bottom Layer 
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comparator center line was set to the top of the 0.05” (1.27 mm) thick gauge block, and 
the current vertical position of the table was recoded.  Next, the table was moved up 
until the center line coincided with the top of the burr being measured, and the 
corresponding vertical displacement was recorded, allowing a calculation of the burr 
height to be made.  This procedure was used to measure both the skin exit burr and frame 
entry burr heights.  In order to reduce variability, measurements of the maximum burr 
height were repeated four times.  This was accomplished by rotating the workpiece by 
30-50 degrees and recording the maximum burr height in each of the four views.  The 
highest three burr measurements were then averaged to obtain a single measure of the 












Figure 3.8:  Optical comparator 
 
 The second method of measuring the interlayer burrsizes involved finding the 
change in separation between the skin and the frame as a result of the drilling process.  
This was done by measuring the thickness between th top of the first layer and the 
bottom of the second layer with a micrometer both before and after drilling.  The 
difference between the two was taken as a measure of th interlayer burr height.   
 
3.4.3 Burr Widths 
In addition to the burr heights, the burr widths (or thicknesses) were also measured.  The 
procedure used to quantify the burr widths consisted of measuring the widths of the skin 
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exit burrs using a Mitutoyo toolmaker’s microscope, ictured in Figure 3.9.  An example 
image showing burr width measurements is shown in Figure 3.10.  Images were taken at 
a magnification of 100x, and the width lines were made using Motic Images Plus 
measuring software.  For each hole, a total of fifteen measurements were made around 
the diameter and averaged.  Like each of the burr height measuring methods mentioned 
above, burr width measurements were made once every 50 holes in each experimental 
run. 
 








Figure 3.10:  Typical burr width measurements 
 
3.4.4 Drill Wear 
Measurements of the drill flank wear and outer corner wear were taken once every 100 
holes using the toolmaker’s microscope.  Very few standardized methods exist for 





previous study [9].  Figure 2.3 illustrates the way in which the outer corner wear and 
flank wear were measured.  Figure 3.11 shows an example image of the flank and outer 
corner wear measurements made at the very edge of one of the drill cutting lips.  The 
flank wear was calculated by averaging a total of 18 measurements made along the two 
cutting lips.  The outer corner wear was calculated by averaging the outermost wear 
measurement on each of the two cutting lips on the drill.  In Figure 3.11, which was taken 
at the end of one of the cutting lips, all 3 measurements indicated are part of the 18 used 
to calculate the average flank wear.  In addition, the outermost measurement on the 
cutting lip was also averaged with the outermost wear measurement on the opposite 









3.5.1 Burr Heights 
The graph in Figure 3.12 shows the average skin exit burr height as a function of the 
number of holes drilled for each drill that was studied.  Full results for both runs of each 
drill geometry as well as their standard deviations are included in Appendix B.  As can be 
seen, Drill 1 (step drill) produced the smallest mean xit burr height throughout its entire 
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lifetime, while Drills 2 and 3 produced larger burrs.  It is also interesting to note that the 
increase in skin exit burr height with hole number (or drill wear) is negligibly small for 
Drill 1 and very mild for Drills 2 and 3.  Another apparent advantage of using the step 
drill is that it produces less variable burr heights than the other two drills, whose heights 
seem more random in nature.  This is an important finding with respect to the ultimate 
goal of eliminating industrial destacking and deburring processes.  If, for example, the 
average burr height produced by Drill 1 was found to be acceptable without deburring, 
the lack of variability would reduce the probability of unexpectedly large and potentially 
hazardous burrs being formed.   
 The average frame entry burr heights, plotted as a function of the number of holes 
drilled, is shown in Figure 3.13.  Full frame entry height results are located in Appendix 
C.  From the graph it is not apparent which drill performed the best due to the large 
variability in the measurements.  However, on averag , Drill 1 still produced the smallest 
burrs.  Table 3.3 at the end of this section contains  summary of the various averaged 










































































































3.5.2 Burr Widths and Change in Separation 
The widths of the skin exit burrs as a function of the number of holes drilled can be seen 
in Figure 3.14.  Full burr width results are included in Appendix D.  The graph clearly 
shows that Drill 1 (step drill) produced thinner burrs than either of the other two drills, 
while Drill 3 (135° point angle, split/no step) produced slightly thinner burrs than Drill 2 
(118° point angle, split/no step).  The effect of drill wear (with hole number) on the skin 
exit burr widths is imperceptible for Drill 1, while its effect on the burr widths produced 
by Drills 2 and 3 is somewhat more evident. 
 The measurements of change in separation between the two metal sheets as a 
result of drilling displayed a large amount of variability, making the graphs of separation 
as a function of hole number difficult to interpret.  However, the average change in 
separation for each drill over all holes drilled is listed in Table 3.3. 
 An interesting finding from both the burr height and burr width results was that 
the amount of drill wear had no significant effect on the resulting burr sizes.  Rather, burr 
sizes stayed nearly constant over the 1500 holes drilled for each geometry.  One possible 
explanation for this is that the softness of the aluminum allows material to be cut easily 




















































Figure 3.14:  Skin exit burr widths as a function of h le number 
 
3.5.3 Drill Wear 
The averaged flank wear for each drill as a function of the number of holes drilled is 
shown in Figure 3.15.  The averaged outer corner wear is shown in Figure 3.16.  Full 
average flank wear and outer corner wear results are included in Appendices E and F, 
respectively.  From the graphs it is evident that the wear for Drill 1 (step drill) was 
smaller than the wear for Drills 2 and 3 over 1500 holes.  It is possible that this finding is 
partially due to the fact that Drill 1 has a step ground into it, making the area over which 
measurements were made slightly smaller.  However, it is apparent from the graph that it 







































































































3.5.4 Drilling Thrust and Torque 
The graphs of breakthrough thrust force and torque (m asured at the instant the drill 
breaks through the skin) as a function of hole number are seen in Figures 3.17 and 3.18, 
respectively.  Drill 1 generated a higher thrust force than the other drills but a slightly 
smaller average torque.  The higher thrust force may be partially due to the fact that the 
black oxide coating was ground off of the tip of Drill 1 when the step was created.   
 It is interesting to note that, like the measurements of burr sizes, the 
measurements of thrust force did not show a significant increase over the wearing of the 
drills.  This can be verified through past studies all showing a correlation between drilling 
























































































































Figure 3.18:  Breakthrough torque for each drill as a function of hole number 
 
3.5.5 Summary 
Table 3.3 lists the average values of the measurements made over all holes for each drill.  
For each measurement, the drill with the optimal value (smallest burrs, least wear, and 
lowest forces) is highlighted in bold type.  It can be seen that Drill 1 outperforms the 









Table 3.3:  Averaged measurements for each drill over all holes 
 Drill 1 Drill 2 Drill 3 
































































 The reason for the superiority of the step drill can be explained in relation to the 
mechanics of burr formation.  Figure 3.19 shows schematically the formation of a burr 
using a regular drill (no step).  After initial breakthrough of the drill tip (Figure 3.19(a)) 
most of the remaining material lying beneath the drill is cut and carried away by the drill 
cutting lips.  Some of the material, however, either g ts sheared off downward or 
plastically deformed into the exit burr, which is shaded black in Figure 3.19(b).   
 By comparison, Figure 3.20 shows the formation of an exit burr using a step drill.  
Figure 3.20(a) shows the chisel edge of the drill beginning to break through the material.  
Figure 3.20(b) shows the first diameter of the step drill breaking through, with a resulting 
burr slightly smaller than in Figure 3.19(b) due to the fact that the diameter is slightly 
smaller.  In Figure 3.20(c), which shows the second diameter breaking through, much of 
the burr seen in Figure 3.20(b) is sheared off, resulting in a final burr height smaller than 









Figure 3.20:  Formation of burr with step drill 
 
 Another important finding was that the effect of drill wear on burr heights and 
widths and on the drilling thrust and torque was not significant.  Instead, unexpectedly, 
each of the graphs of burr sizes and drilling forces v rsus the number of holes drilled 
showed almost no increase along with the amount of drill wear.  This could possibly be a 
result of the softness of the aluminum material, making it easily cut regardless of the 




 Three different drill geometries were experimentally studied to find which would 
produce the smallest interlayer burrs between stacked sheets of aluminum 2024-T3 layers 
when taking into account the effect of drill wear.  The most significant finding was that a 
step drill with a 118° point angle (Drill 1) produced the smallest interlayer burrs, 
including skin exit burr heights, frame entry burr heights, skin exit burr widths, and 
change in separation over the tested life of the drill.  The experiments also showed that 
for Drill 1 the burr heights and widths over the 1500 drilled holes remained nearly 
constant rather than increasing with drill wear andshowed less variability.  Furthermore, 
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measurements of drill wear showed that Drill 1 took the same or an even greater amount 
of time to reach a given amount of wear as the other two drills.  Therefore, the results 
indicate that Drill 1 (step drill) yields the best results as far as interlayer burr formation is 
concerned and is the preferred drill for minimizing the same.  One possible topic for 
future study, which was not addresses in this thesis, i  the optimization of the various 






CLAMPING METHODS INVESTIGATION 
 
 
4.1 Goal and Approach 
 
Whereas the previous chapter was concerned with identifying the most suitable drill 
geometry for minimum burr formation during the life of the drill, this chapter describes 
the steps taken to optimize the other predominant fctor in interlayer burr formation, 
namely clamping conditions.  The way in which sheet m al layers are clamped together 
is extremely important for interlayer burr minimization in stacked layers, since the tighter 
that the layers are held together around the drille hole, the less room there is for burrs to 
form.   
 The first step taken was to create a list of the id al clamping attributes for 
industrial drilling applications.  Next, multiple clamping concepts were brainstormed, and 
a single idea was selected based on its matching of the ideal attributes.  From this 
clamping idea, two different prototypes were created and tested for their effectiveness in 
reducing burr sizes. 
 
4.2 Ideal Clamping Attributes 
 
The qualities of an ideal clamping system can be divided into attributes of functionality 
and implementation.  Any method must be capable of reducing the space between sheet 
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metal layers needed for interlayer burr formation t occur as well as be practicably 
feasible for industrial environments. 
 
4.2.1 Clamping Functionality 
As mentioned previously, the purpose of clamping should be to hold the sheet metal 
layers as tightly together as possible in the area of the hole being drilled, not allowing any 
room for burrs to form.  This goal can be further broken down into more specific 
clamping properties. 
 The most obvious attribute is that a clamp must be a l  to have a large force 
potential.  This is needed to counteract the effect of the drill pushing and pulling on the 
workpiece.  For example, as the drill is in a steady state of drilling through a layer, a large 
downward thrust force is exerted onto the workpiece.  However, when the drill tip is 
breaking through a layer, the motion of the drill’s helix slightly pulls the layer upward.  
Therefore, in the drilling of two layers of sheet metal, as the drill is exiting the first and 
entering the second, the first is being pulled upwards, and the second is being pushed 
downwards, requiring a large force to keep them together.  An illustration of these forces 




Figure 4.1:  Gap formation in unclamped sheets 
 
 In order to maximize its effectiveness, a clamp should also be capable of 
providing a force in close proximity to the hole.  Additionally, the force should be 
applied all around the hole rather than at just a single point on one side of the hole.  This 
is because of the ability of thin sheet metal layers to bend and form gaps when clamping 
distances are large, whereas a large concentric clamping force immediately around the 
vicinity of the hole is the most effective method of gap prevention. 
 
4.2.2 Clamping Practicality 
In addition to being able to decrease interlayer bur sizes by minimizing the separation 
between sheet metal layers at hole locations, any clamping system must be capable of 
being implemented in industrial situations in order to have any value.  Consequently, any 
system must be capable of being manufactured, simple for operators to use, and safe.  
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Additionally, a system’s practicality would be improved by having a low cost and a high 
level of reliability in use. 
 To summarize, the capabilities that an ideal sheet metal clamping method should 
have for the minimization of interlayer burr formation are as follows: 
• Provide a large clamping force 
• Clamp in close proximity of the hole 
• Apply force all around hole rather than at a single point 
• Be easy to implement in industry and be manufacturable 
• Be safe and simple for operators to use  
 
4.2.3 Current Clamp Comparisons 
Two of the most commonly used sheet metal clamping methods used in the aerospace 
industry are the hand clamp, seen in Figure 2.11, and the cleco clamp, seen in Figure 
2.12.  Figure 4.2 shows a hand clamp and a cleco clamp both being used to hold two 
sheet metal layers together in a setup similar to that used in Chapter III.  For comparison 
to the ideal clamping functionality attributes listed above, the hand clamp is capable of 
applying a large force, but only clamps at one point relative to the hole and cannot clamp 
in the middle of a large workpiece.  The cleco clamp, which can provide a moderate 
force, is a spring-loaded hole clamp that works by being pushed through a nearby 
existing hole and expanding to lock the two layers together.  Cleco clamps are capable of 
being used in the middle of a workpiece but cannot be used if a nearby hole has not been 




Figure 4.2:  Hand clamp and cleco clamp in use [2] 
 
4.3 New Clamping Ideas 
 
Based on the ideal clamping attributes listed in the previous section, multiple new 
clamping concepts were brainstormed in an effort to create an improved system capable 






4.3.1 Long I-Beam Concept 
The first concept was to have two stiff beams, such as I-beams, running along both sides 
of the workpiece in close proximity to the row of holes needed to be drilled.  The beams 
would need to be long considering that many stacked sheet metal drilling operations are 
performed on very large workpieces.  The beams could then be clamped together on 
either side, providing a clamping force along the entir  length of the workpiece given that 
the beams are stiff enough.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.3.   
 
 
Figure 4.3:  Long I-beam concept 
 
4.3.2 Long Hand Clamp Concept 
This idea was to simply use a normal clamp (such as the hand clamp discussed above) 
that is very large, such that it can clamp in positi ns closer to the center of the workpiece.  
The concept is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4:  Long hand clamp concept 
 
4.3.3 Magnetic Clamp Concept 
This concept was to have an electromagnet on one side of the workpiece and some sort of 
ferrous metal fixture on the other side, clamping the layers together with a magnetic 
force.  Figure 4.5 illustrates this concept.  Note that the ferrous metal piece would only be 
needed if the sheet metal layers are non-ferrous material such as aluminum.   
 
 
Figure 4.5:  Magnetic clamp concept 
 
4.3.4 Single-sided Clamping Concept 
The final concept was to have some sort of a circula  fixture that presses all around the 
hole being drilled on just one side of the workpiece as opposed to both sides as with 
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typical clamping systems.  The drill would then travel through the center of the fixture to 
create the hole.  For this to be done, having the circular fixture attached to the drill in 
some way would be convenient and provide simplicity, considering that many stacked 
sheet metal drilling operations are performed manually.  The circular fixture could 
therefore be attached to the drill through some sort of elastic medium such as a spring or 
a piece of compressible material which would allow the drill to move into the workpiece 
relative to the fixture.  The force of the circular fixture pressing against the workpiece 
would then hold the sheet metal layers together while t e drill traveled through them.  
Consequently, part of the operator’s total thrust force would go into pushing the layers 
together, and part would go into providing the drill thrust force.  This concept is 
illustrated in Figure 4.6.   
 
 
Figure 4.6:  Single-sided clamping concept 
 
4.3.5 Evaluation of Concepts 
Each of the four concepts was then analyzed qualitatively and/or quantitatively based on 
its potential levels of functionality and practicality as described in the previous section. 
 For the long I-beam idea, it was decided that it would be difficult to provide a 
large clamping force in the center of the workpiece due to the fact that even a slight 
Drill 
Clamping Force Clamping Force 
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bending of the beams would allow enough separation between the layers for interlayer 
burr formation to occur.  Regarding its practicality, it might also be difficult or time 
consuming for an operator to unclamp, move, and reclamp heavy beams. 
 A long hand clamp would be able to provide a large clamping force closer to the 
center of a large workpiece, but would still only provide a force at one point relative to 
the hole.  Manipulation of a large hand clamp in industrial use might also be difficult. 
 The magnetic clamp idea was unique in that it would allow a clamping force to be 
applied on both sides of the workpiece without having to travel around the workpiece.  
However, there are too many issues that would make the idea impractical for use with 
non-ferrous materials.  Due to the fact that aluminu  is nonferrous, only a small 
percentage of electromagnetic force can travel through depending on the layer thickness, 
requiring an extremely powerful electromagnet to achieve any significant clamping 
effect.  Implementation of the idea would also be difficult due to the need to move around 
the large electromagnet and to manufacture the ferrous backing material based on the 
hole locations. 
 It was determined that the single-sided clamping concept was the best in terms of 
meeting the ideal clamping attributes discussed earlier.  Because of the circular fixture, 
the clamping force applied could be evenly distributed immediately around the area of 
the hole being drilled, and the force of clamping would be limited only by the potential 
pushing force of the operator or machine.  The ideawould also be the simplest to use in 
that no clamping mechanism would need to be applied to the back of the workpiece, and 
the operator or machine would only need to push the drill into the workpiece as is done 
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normally in manual drilling operations.  An additional advantage would be that the 
circular fixture would help ensure that the drill ent rs the workpiece perpendicular to it. 
 
4.4 Analysis of Single-sided Clamping Idea 
 
The clamping concept of simply pushing on one side of the workpiece around the hole 
was then analyzed further to ensure that it would not cause any structural problems with 
the workpiece and that it would in fact be able to significantly reduce the separation 
between the sheet metal layers. 
 One concern with the idea was that pushing on just one side of the thin sheet 
metal without any backup material on the opposite sid would result in an unacceptable 
plastic deformation of the sheet metal.  In order to test this, a finite element analysis was 
performed with ANSYS.  Simulations were run both with a flat and a curved 6’ by 6’ 
(1.829 m by 1.829 m) panel.  This shape was chosen to be large enough that the edges 
would be almost unaffected by the drilling force.  A thickness of 1/8” (3.175 mm) was 
used, since industrial applications frequently stack two layers of 1/16” thick sheet metal 
layers.  Boundary conditions were set that all four edges would have zero displacement, 
and SOLID45 elements were used.  It was estimated that a typical drilling operator would 
press on a drill with 40 to 50 lbs. of force.  Therefo e, taking into account a safety factor 
of 2, a single point force of 100 lbs. (444.8 N) was applied.  In both tests, this force was 
applied perpendicular to the workpiece at its very center.  The modulus of elasticity used 
was 72.4 GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio entered was 0.33.  A mesh convergence was also 
performed to ensure that the mesh size employed was adequate.   
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 A plot of the resulting deformation for the curved panel is shown in Figure 4.7.  
Figure 4.8 shows the resulting von Mises stress.  For Aluminum 2024-T3, which was the 
material used in the experiments of the previous chapter, the yield stress is approximately 
324 MPa (47,000 psi).  However, for the flat panel test and the curved panel test, the 
highest resulting von Mises stresses were only 102 MPa (14,800 psi) and 77 MPa (11,100 
psi), respectively.  Therefore, it was determined that the resulting stresses on the sheet 
metal layers as a result of an operator pressing on them from one side with a typical 




Figure 4.7:  Resulting deformation from single-sided clamping (in) 
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Figure 4.8:  Resulting von Mises stress from single-sided clamping (psi) 
 
 The single-sided idea also needed to be analyzed to see if it would be capable of 
significantly reducing the separation between the set metal layers and what the spring 
stiffness of the material connecting the drill and the circular fixture would need to be.  As 
discussed previously, the worst case scenario for when clamping is needed to keep the 
layers together is when the drill is breaking through the first layer, allowing it to rise up, 
but is pressing down against the second layer.  Therefore, it was determined that the 
minimum force of the circular fixture against the first layer would need to be equal to or 
greater than the drilling thrust force acting against the second layer.  In other words, as 
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the drill thrust force is elastically deforming the s cond layer downwards, the force of the 
circular fixture needs to match this force in order to keep the first layer elastically 
deformed downwards by the same amount so that the two layers remain in contact.   
 Based on this requirement, calculations were then made of the minimum stiffness 
of the spring (or other compressible material), k, connecting the drill to the circular 
fixture.  Note that the following description refers to a manual drilling operation 
performed by an operator with the fixture attached to a hand drill such that the spring 
must be compressed in order for any displacement of the drill relative to the fixture to 
occur.  Referring to the dimensions shown in Figure 4.9(a), the total spring displacement 
at the time the drill is pressing against the second layer at its worst case scenario (Figure 
4.9(b)) is pl, the height of the drill point; plus do, the initial distance between the tip of the 
chisel edge and the end of the circular fixture (and the surface of the first layer); plus t, 
the thickness of one of the sheet metal layers.  As mentioned previously, the clamping 
force of the circular fixture (force of the spring compression) when the drill displacement 
















Alternatively, the minimum clamping requirement can be specified in terms of do, which 
might be easier to change in industrial situations if the drill can be somewhat moved in 
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Based on the single-sided clamping idea, two prototypes were assembled by adding 
attachments onto a small regular hand drill.  The first prototype was made using a spring 
and is seen in Figure 4.10.  The inner diameter of the spring of 55 mm was selected such 
that it would fit around one of the tapered diameters of the hand drill shaft, and the length 
of 157 mm was selected to leave a small distance between the end of the drill and the end 
of the spring.  The spring stiffness resulted in 111 N (25 lbs.) of force at a compression of 
25.4 mm (1”) or 4.37 N/mm (25 lb/in).  A small rubber bushing was attached to the end 
of the spring to soften the contact between the spring and the workpiece.  The second 
prototype, shown in Figure 4.11 was made using a bored ut 75 mm long cylinder of 
compressible polyurethane duct taped to a PVC cylinder.  Like the spring prototype, the 
bored out inner diameter of the polyurethane of 55 mm was selected such that it would fit 
around one of the tapered diameters of the hand drill shaft.  The polyurethane had a 
durometer rating of 40A, a tensile strength of 850 psi. (5860 kPa), and a density of 74 
lb./ft3 (1185 kg/m3).   
 In order to design the spring prototype such as to be capable of holding the layers 
together during drilling and to provide an example of the use of the equations found in 
the previous section, Equation (4.3) was used to select the initial distance between the tip 
of the drill and the end of the circular fixture, d0.  In order to get an idea of the typical 
thrust force with which an operator performs a drilling operation, a drilling operator 
working in the aircraft manufacturing industry was asked to press a hand drill against a 
weighing scale with a typical manual drilling force.  The force measured was 
approximately 178 N (40 lbs.), and was used in the calculations.  As mentioned 
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previously, the stiffness value of the spring, k, was approximately 4.37 N/mm.  The 
thickness of the sheet metal layers, t, with which the prototype was tested was 1.58 mm 
(1/16”), and the height of the drill point tested, pl, was 1.47 mm (.058”).  Putting these 












Thus, the initial distance between the drill tip and the end of the circular fixture for the 
spring prototype was chosen to be approximately 18 mm in order to ensure that the sheet 
metal layers would remain clamped together during testing.  For the polyurethane 
prototype, the stiffness of the attachment was so great that the initial distance d0 was 
selected through trial and error to be approximately 1 mm.   
 
 
Figure 4.10:  Spring prototype 
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Figure 4.11:  Compressible rubber prototype 
 
4.6 Prototype Testing 
 
After completing the prototypes, both were tested for their functionality in reducing 
interlayer burr formation.  Tests were performed on the same setup as shown in Figure 
3.4 with the skin and frame material clamped together using hand clamps and attached to 
the drilling force dynamometer.  Rather than being clamped into the CNC machine, the 
dynamometer was set out at a location easier for use with the hand drill.  For each 
prototype, a total of ten tests were performed, as well as ten tests performed with the hand 
drill without either of the attachments.  For all three tests, a #10 drill was used with a 
118° point angle, a split point, no step, and a black oxide coating (the same as Drill 2 
from the experiments detailed in Chapter 3).  Drill 2 was selected rather than Drill 1 since 
Drill 2 produced larger burrs on average, making it easier to observe any trends in burr 
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sizes related to the use of the clamp prototypes.  The hand clamps were applied at the 
very ends of the two materials, a distance of approximately 135 mm (5.3”) apart from 
their centers.  After all ten tests had been performed for each of the three cases, the top 
layer skin materials were taken to have their exit burr heights measured on the optical 
comparator.   
 The results of the tests are shown in Figure 4.12.  As can be seen, the spring and 
the rubber prototypes both helped to significantly reduce average skin exit burr heights 
compared to the case of not using any additional attachment on the hand drill.  
Consequently, it can be concluded that the clamping force provided by the pushing 
concept is beneficial in reducing the sizes of interlayer burrs.  Even if traditional 
clamping methods such as hand clamps and clecos continued to be used, the additional 
force provided by the attachment would still provide a further burr reducing contribution. 
 One possible disadvantage to the single-sided clamping idea is that a larger 
operator force would be required to feed the drill through the workpiece at the same rate, 
since additional operator force would be needed for clamping.  Alternatively, an operator 
pressing with the same force as without the attachment would result in the drill feeding 
through the workpiece at a slower rate, requiring slightly more time per hole.  However, 
it is important to remember that the ultimate goal of having an improved clamping system 
is to save significant time by eliminating the need for destacking the layers and deburring 


































It was desired to create a new method of clamping capable of reducing the sizes of 
interlayer burrs between sheet metal layers in industrial situations.  First, ideal clamping 
attributes were identified such as the ability to pr vide a large clamping force around the 
entire vicinity of the hole being drilled as well as  high level of practicality and ease of 
use.  Multiple ideas for new clamping systems were then brainstormed and evaluated 
based on the ideal attributes previously identified.  One idea, utilizing a compressible 
fixture to press on the workpiece from one side, was then selected and prototyped with 
two different methods, one using a spring and one using a compressible piece of rubber.  










5.1 Goal and Approach 
 
The previous two chapters detailed efforts to reduc the sizes of interlayer burrs both 
through experimentation on the effects of drill geometries and through design of 
improved sheet metal clamping methods.  This chapter describes the work done to further 
reduce interlayer burr sizes through an analytical model of interlayer burr formation.  The 
goal was to create a mathematical model capable of predicting interlayer exit burr heights 
as a function of the various drilling parameters and conditions.  From this model, the 
effects of the different conditions could be better understood, and ideal conditions for 
minimizing interlayer burr heights could be identified. 
 The first step in creating the model was to identify previous models for predicting 
exit burr heights in a single layer.  The assumptions for these models were then 
identified, and one was selected as the most applicable for the aluminum material used in 
this study based on high speed videos taken of the burr formation process.  This model 
was then modified to take into account the effect of having a second layer beneath it.  The 





5.2 Analysis of Previous Models 
 
Two analytical models of drilling exit burr heights have been reported and were 
discussed in section 2.4.6.  Both models take various drilling parameters as inputs and 
output the resulting exit burr height.  One of the models was created by Kim [36] and 
uses an energy balance equation to predict the burr initiation height (t0 in Figure 2.9(a)) 
based on the various drill geometry and drilling parameters.  After the burr initiation 
point is determined, the burr is formed via the process illustrated in the figure.  The 
remaining material beneath the drill tip (chisel edg ) is plastically deformed into a crown 
burr, and the sides of the crown burr stretch out until they break, forming the final exit 
burr height. 
 The second analytical drilling model, developed by Sofronas [34], is similar in 
that it uses an energy balance equation to determin the burr initiation height (y1 in Figure 
5.1).  More specifically, the point is found at whic  the downward thrust force of the drill 
is equal to the force required to plastically deform the remaining material into a burr.  
However, as opposed to the Kim model, burr initiation s assumed to occur after the 
chisel edge of the drill has broken through the materi l rather than before.  This model by 
Sofronas also builds off of an analytical drilling force model by Williams [35], which 




Figure 5.1:  Sofronas model variables [34] 
 
5.3 Finding Appropriate Model 
 
Based on the assumptions made by the two models, one m del needed to be selected as 
the most applicable for the aluminum sheet metal used in this study.  The Kim model 
assumed that burr initiation begins before the drill tip has exited the workpiece, whereas 
the Sofronas model assumed that the tip exits first.  Consequently, the Kim model 
assumed a more ductile material than the Sofronas model.   
 In order to better understand the mechanics of burr formation in the Aluminum 
2024-T3 sheet metal used, it was decided to take high speed videos of the burr formation 
process.  The tests were performed with Drill 2 from Chapter 2 but without the split point 
(118° point angle, 20° helix angle, black oxide coating, no step).  The parameters were 
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kept the same as well, with a speed of 4500 rpm and a feed rate of 18 in/min (457 
mm/min) or 0.004 in/rev (0.1016 mm/rev).  The videos were taken at a rate of 7000 
frames per second.  Some videos were taken from the side of two workpieces clamped 
together at both close and far clamping distances (25 mm from hole and 70 mm from hole 
each, respectively) in order to gain a better understanding of the interlayer burr formation 
process.  Some videos were also taken from underneath a single layer to better see the 
regular exit burr formation process and then used for comparison with the exit burr 
formation processes described by the two models.   
 Images from the high speed videos of skin exit burr formation in a single layer are 
shown in Figure 5.2.  In the figure, the camera is pointed at an upward angle from 
underneath the single sheet metal layer, such that the chisel edge of the drill can be seen 
breaking through the bottom.  After observation of the videos, it was apparent that rather 
than the final burr shape forming as a result of a crown burr, as in the Kim model, the 
final burr shape begins to form as a result of materi l being bent after the tip of the drill 
begins to break through, similar to that assumed in the Sofronas model.  One observed 
difference from the Sofronas model was that a jagged burr formed as opposed to a 
uniform burr around the hole.  However, this only further verified the applicability of the 
Sofronas model due to the fact that jagged burrs are formed as a result of low ductility 
materials, which the model assumes. 
 Although this might seem to invalidate the burr heig t results of the model for this 
case, it was assumed that the Sofronas model results, rather than predicting the uniform 
height, could be used to predict the maximum burr heig ts of the jagged burrs. 
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 In addition to stating that the drill tip breaks through the workpiece before burr 
initiation, the Sofronas model makes other assumptions such as stating that chips form in 
the same manner as in oblique cutting and that no material is cut after burr initiation.  The 
material is also assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, rigid, perfectly plastic, and 
incompressible.  The assumptions that are made by the William’s model for drilling 
forces [35], which is used by Sofronas, include the cutting velocity being normal to the 
cutting edge, the main cutting edge being straight, and the feed velocity being negligible. 
 
 
5.4 Sofronas Model Derivation 
 
For the sake of completeness, Sofronas’ exit burr height model [34], which forms the 
basis for the interlayer burr height model in this thesis, is summarized here.  The 
Sofronas model for predicting exit burr heights is divided into two parts.  In the first part, 
the initiation height y1 at which the burr begins to form is determined.  This parameter is 
illustrated above in Figure 5.1.  Next, the geometry of the remaining workpiece material 
underneath the drill at burr initiation is used to determine the final burr height and 
thickness as a result of plastic deformation, as shown in Figure 2.8. 
 
5.4.1 Finding Burr Initiation Height 
The burr initiation height y1 is found through an energy balance equation.  It is assumed 
that burr initiation begins when the power input due to the drilling force vector and its 
velocity is equivalent to the power required to shear the supporting slab of material.  An 
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illustration of this slab along with the various parameters used is shown in Figure 5.3.  
Thus, the governing equation for finding the initiat on height is: 
drill slabF V A vωτ⋅ = ∆




 is the total drilling force vector, ωτ  is the material shear strength, and A

 is the 
magnitude of area needed to be sheared.  However, the drill velocity vector drillV
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relative velocity of the sheared slab material slabv∆
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where F is the scalar magnitude of force in the direction of the slab’s motion.  The 
magnitude of area will be derived first, followed by the force magnitude.   
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* and can be found using the additional vectors: 
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The area and its magnitude are then calculated as: 
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The final area summation term is then written as:  
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 Next, the scalar magnitude of force in the direction of the slab’s motion is 
derived.  According to the parameters in Figure 5.3, the drilling force vector can be 
expressed as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ˆˆ ˆcos sinxy xy zF F i F j F kβ β= − + − + −
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Taking the dot product of this force with a unit vector in the direction of 2V
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Equation (5.3) can also be simplified with the use of the following relationship between 
Fxy and Fz derived by Williams [35]: 
 ( )tanxy zF F λ υ= −  (5.4) 
where λ  is the drill’s friction angle, and υ  is the normal rake angle.  λ  and υ  were 
found for use in the model using these other expression  given by Williams [35], where H
is the helix angle and q is the ratio of the drill’s web thickness to diameter, which can be 
easily measured with a microscope: 
( )
















π υλ +≃  
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 Equations (5.2) and (5.3) are next plugged into Equation (5.1) and simplified with 
the use of Equation (5.4) and the dimensionless parameters to obtain the following 
equation: 
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 (5.5) 
The following expression which relates the cutting force to the drill geometry was also 
found by Williams: 
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 Putting together Equations (5.5) and (5.6) results in two equations with four 







= .  Two additional equations are attained by stating that δ 













Equations (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) are then solved with a computer solution which 
uses the following steps: 
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1. Ranges of values are assigned to γ, ε, and δ until a minimum value is found for 
the right side of Equation (5.5).  The corresponding value of δ (and consequently 
x1* ) is then finalized. 
2. With the values of δ and ε used to find the minimum in the previous step, γ is then 
varied until a minimum is attained, and this value of γ (and consequently z1) is 
recorded.   
3. δ and γ are then plugged into Equation (5.5), and the value of ε is varied until the 
right sides of Equations (5.5) and (5.6) are equalized, resulting in the final value 
of ε.   








Figure 5.3:  Sofronas initiation height parameters [34]
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5.4.2 Finding Final Burr Geometry 
After the burr initiation height is found, it is assumed that no additional material is cut, 
and that all of the remaining material is bent downwards into the final exit burr shape.  
Referring to the parameters in Figure 5.1, the assumption of no volume change results in: 
 02 d 2 dry r R t hπ π=  (5.9) 
Rearranging and putting in logarithmic form results in: 
 0ln ln ln 0
R dh t
r dr y
+ + =  (5.10) 
which is equivalent to: 
 0r tθε ε ε+ + =  (5.11) 
where θε  is the circumferential strain, rε  is the radial strain, and tε  is the thickness 
strain.  The variable y can be rewritten and substituted into the equation: 
 0
tan






























































0 1where tan  through geometryiR R y β= −  
 The final burr thickness is then found by recalling that: 



















































  = −   +   
 (5.15) 












5.5 New Model Assumptions 
 
After deciding that the interlayer burr formation model should be built upon the Sofronas 
model for regular burr formation, it was necessary to make assumptions about the effect 
of the second layer’s presence on the formation of the first layer’s exit burr.  Figure 5.4 
shows screen captures from the high speed videos of two-layered drilling taken from the 
side.  The first image shows the drill performing steady state cutting through the first 
layer with the two layers both slightly bent downwards and pressed together due to the 
drilling thrust force.  The second image is from the instant after the chisel edge of the 
drill has already broken through the first layer and is cutting through the second layer.  
Separation between the two layers can be seen due to th  fact that the first layer sprung 
back up as the drill exited it, while the second layer remains slightly bent downwards due 




Figure 5.4:  High speed captures of interlayer formation 
 
 Based on these observations, the following assumptions were proposed for 
construction of the interlayer burr formation model.  At the point of burr initiation (the 
point at which the material underneath the drill chisel edge becomes plastically deformed 
Drill pressing two layers together in a slightly curved position 
Top layer springs up flat as drill breaks through, while bottom layer 




into the exit burr), the two layers are still pressd together and remain in contact as in the 
first image of Figure 5.4.  Consequently, at this burr initiation point, the elastic force 
required to bend the second layer downwards acts upwards on the bottom side of the burr 
about to be formed, reducing the burr initiation heig t.  In other words, the presence of 
the second layer pressing against the bottom of the first layer increases the amount of 
first-layer material that gets cut by the drill and reduces the amount of material that gets 
bent down into a burr.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.5.  The first drawing shows 
the single-layer initiation point y1 of the Sofronas model, while the second drawing show  
the reduced initiation point y2 of the new interlayer model.  The second drawing also 
shows the force required to deform the second layer which acts against the forming burr 
and reduces its initiation height.   
 Immediately after this initiation point, it is assumed that the burr is allowed to 
form freely without any interference from the second layer due to the first layer springing 
upwards.  This makes sense considering that, for gemetrical reasons, the plastic 
deformation of the burr material must take place either during or before the top layer 
springs upwards.  Consequently, the second half of the Sofronas model, which uses 
geometry to predict how the material underneath the drill tip at burr initiation will form 
into its final shape is still valid.  Therefore, the only change from the Sofronas model to 
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5.6 New Model Calculations 
 












φ φ λ υω
 −= = τ + − 
 (5.17) 
where Fz is the cutting force of the drill, τω is the shear flow stress of the workpiece 
material, β is half the point angle of the drill, φ is the chip shear plane angle, λ is the 
friction angle, υ is the normal rake angle, and ε is the ratio of the drill feed to the 
initiation height.  For simplicity in future calculations, the entire right hand side of this 
equation was defined as A.   




=  (5.18) 
From the drill geometry, Sofronas derived the following expression relating the cutting 























=  (5.20) 
 Next, the initiation height equation in (4) was modified to include the fact that a 
certain percentage of the force of deforming the second layer opposes the thrust force in 
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determining the burr initiation height.  Recall that the initiation point is determined as the 
point at which the drilling thrust force is equal to the force required to plastically shear 
the remaining material under the drill.  In other words, the term Fthrust in equation (4) can 
be thought of as the net force required to shear the burr material underneath it.  Therefore, 
for the new interlayer model, the term cFd was subtracted from Fthrust, where Fd is the 
force required to deform the second layer downward an  c is the percentage of the elastic 
deformation force of the second layer that acts against the forming burr to reduce the 
initiation height.  Consequently, the equation for the new interlayer initiation height was 
calculated as follows: 
 22 1
( )thrust d thrust d dB F cF BF BcF BcFy y
A A A Aω ω ω ωτ τ τ τ
−= = − = −  (5.21) 
where c is the percentage of the elastic deformation force of the second layer that acts 
against the forming burr to reduce the initiation heig t. 
 From this new initiation height, the final geometry of the burr is calculated in the 
same way as in the second half of the Sofronas model, which assumes no volume change 
and negligible circumferential stress.  The equation for the final interlayer exit burr height 










β− −=  (5.22) 






5.7 Possible Model Completion Methods 
 
From Equation (5.16), all that is needed to find the interlayer burr height is the new burr 
initiation height, y2.  From Equation (5.15), the only term needed to find y2 is cFd, where 
Fd is the force required to deflect the second layer downwards during drilling, and c is the 
percentage of this force that acts against the forming burr to reduce its initiation height.   
 One possible method for determining cFd is to calculate each term individually.   
Fd could be calculated experimentally by deflecting a single sheet metal layer to different 
displacement values while simultaneously using a dynamometer to measure the amount 
of force required to do so and using a deflection gauge to measure the amount of 
workpiece deflection.  A relationship could then beestablished between workpiece 
deflection and deflection force for any given materi l.  Then, for any set of drilling 
conditions, the amount of workpiece deflection during drilling could be measured and 
used to find Fd.  The value of c could then be found either through the use of an analytical 
model or a finite element model.   
 Alternatively, the entire term cFd could be calibrated through the use of 
experimental data.  For any set of experimental conditio s, all of the terms in Equation 
(5.15) could be calculated except for cFd and y2.  However, any interlayer burr height 
resulting from the experiments could be used to calcul te its burr initiation height, y2, 






R R R H
y
β
− −=  (5.23) 
where H is the experimental interlayer burr exit height.  Rearranging Equation (5.15), the 
term cFd can then be found as: 
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5.8 Calibration with Experimental Results 
 
In order to test if the model captures the experimental trends correctly, a program was 
written in MATLAB to receive as inputs the various drilling parameters and to output the 
final interlayer burr height.  This code is included in Appendix G.   
 In order to find a value of cFd to complete the model, it was decided to perform 
calibration experiments rather than calculate the values of the terms individually.  This is 
due to the fact that finding a precise value of c through an analytical model or a finite 
element simulation would require further refinement of he model that was deemed to be 
outside the timeline for this thesis.  In addition, model calibration would allow a quick 
check of the ability of the model to capture the experimental trends correctly. 
 To calibrate the value of cFd for the new model, it was decided to perform 
experimental tests at different feed values.  All of the tests were performed with a drill 
the same as Drill 3 from Chapter 2 (135° point angle, 20° helix angle, black oxide 
coating, split point, no step).  Drill 3 (with no step) was chosen as opposed to Drill 1 
since the model is currently only applicable for drills without a step.  Stacks of two layers 
of  1/16” (1.59 mm) thick Aluminum 2024-T3 were used as in Chapter III.  A total of ten 
tests were performed for each of three feeds of 0.004, .0045, and 0.005 in/rev (0.102, 
0.114, and 0.127 mm/rev) at a spindle speed of 4500 rpm.  The resulting interlayer burr 
heights were then measured and averaged using an optical comparator.  During each test 
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the thrust forces were recorded with a dynamometer, and the average breakthrough thrust 
force was calculated for each feed rate.   
 For each of the three cases, the respective feed rat  along with the other drill 
geometry parameters were plugged into the MATLAB heig t prediction program.  The 
average breakthrough thrust force was entered into the program as Fd, as it was assumed 
that the breakthrough thrust force measured by the dynamometer would be proportional 
to the force going into deforming the second layer downwards.  The appropriate value of 
c was then found by trial and error such that the program would return a height value the 
same as that found experimentally.  From the three values of c found, an average of the 
three was taken.   
 This average c value was then plugged into the MATLAB program for each of the 
three feed cases to get the final model predicted results.  The predicted values along with 
the experimentally measured values and their standard eviations are shown in Figure 
5.6.  As can be seen, the program outputs somewhat accurate predictions for the 0.0045 
and 0.005 in/rev feed rates but significantly underestimates the burr height for the 0.004 
in/rev case.  However, it is important to note that the model correctly predicts that burr 
heights will increase with higher feed values.  As mentioned earlier, a more accurate 
model could be created by finding the term cFd through a more detailed analytical or 
finite element contact model as opposed to a simple calibration model.  This will be the 

























Figure 5.6:  Predicted and observed values of burr heights vs. feed rates with c = 0.02594 





It was desired to create an analytical model of interlayer burr formation such that 
interlayer burr heights could be predicted based on the various drilling parameters and 
drill geometries.  First, previous models of exit burr formation in single layers were 
analyzed, and high speed videos were taken in order to select which model was most 
applicable.  Based on this model by Sofronas, additional assumptions regarding the 
geometry of interlayer burr formation were made andused to create the final burr height 
model.  This model was then calibrated and compared to experimental results using 
different feed values.   
 Although the model did not accurately predict the interlayer burr heights in all 
cases, it correctly showed the direct correlation between burr heights and feed values.  In 
order to improve the model to make accurate predictions in all cases, more work needs to 
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be performed to more accurately predict the term cFd.  This could perhaps be completed 












This thesis described work done to understand burr formation in hole drilling at the 
interface of stacked layers of metal sheets.  This is important in order to increase the 
structural integrity of the layers and to possibly e iminate the need for costly deburring 
operations.  Research was performed in three different areas:  experimental parameter 
optimization, clamping design, and analytical model rivation.  The experiments were 
performed using three different drill geometries in order to find the geometry that 
minimizes interlayer burr formation and to ascertain the relationship between burr sizes 
and drill wear.  A new clamping system for holding sheet metal layers together during 
drilling was designed, prototyped, and tested for its effectiveness.  Finally, an analytical 
model was constructed for determining interlayer burr sizes as a function of the various 
drilling parameters.   
 
6.2 Experimental Findings 
 
6.2.1 Interlayer Drilling Burr Experiments 
Experiments were performed using three different drill geometries, selected in order to 
study the effects of having different point angles and of having a step ground into the end 
of the drill.  Each test run was performed over 1500 holes in order to observe the effects 
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of drill wear on the interlayer burr sizes.  Measurements were periodically taken of burr 
heights, burr widths, drill wear, and the drilling forces.  The major findings of the study 
were as follows: 
• Burr sizes were significantly reduced with the use of a step drill (Drill 1) due to 
the fact that the second diameter drills away some f the burr formed from the 
first diameter 
• Drill 1 burr sizes remained nearly constant rather an increasing with drill wear 
• Burr heights were not significantly effected by drill wear in general 
• Drill 1 burr sizes showed less variability than theother two geometries studied 
• Drill 1 reached any given amount of wear slower than the other two drills 
 
6.2.2 Clamping Methods Investigation 
A new clamping system was designed in order to further reduce burr heights.  Clamping 
is important in reducing interlayer burr sizes due to the fact that less separation between 
the layers allows less room for burrs to form.  Ideal clamping attributes were identified 
and used to select one clamping idea out of multiple deas brainstormed.  This idea 
involved a circular fixture pressing the workpiece layers together from one side 
immediately around the area of the hole being drilled.  For simplicity in use, this fixture 
could be attached to the drill and allowed to move relative to the drill via a spring or other 
compressible material.  This idea was then prototyped in two different ways, which were 




6.2.3 Interlayer Burr Formation Analytical Model 
It was desired to create an analytical model such that the various drilling geometries and 
parameters could be input and used to find the resulting burr sizes.  Such a model could 
be used to find the optimal conditions for interlayer burr minimization and to better 
understand burr formation in stacked sheet metal in general.  First, a previously derived 
model for regular exit burr formation was chosen based on high speed videos of burr 
formation in the Aluminum 2024-T3 used in this study.  This model was then adapted to 
take into account the presence of a second layer based on assumptions also found using 
high speed videos.  Comparison of the final model with experimental results showed 
correct correlations, but not completely accurate results, indicating a need for more work 
to be performed.   
 
6.3 Future Work 
 
More work could be performed related to all three of the interlayer burr minimization 
strategies detailed above:  optimizing drill point geometries and clamping systems and 
obtaining a greater understanding of the mechanics behind the interlayer burr formation 
process.   
 In this study, it was found that a step drill minimizes interlayer burrs as well as a 
lower point angle.  However, it was not found exactly which point angle is the best, nor 
were parameters such as the drill’s helix angle, lip angle, relief angle, or any of the other 
step drill geometry parameters studied.  Finding optimized drill point geometries is 
something that is also dependent on the workpiece mat rial used.  So the best geometry 
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for the Aluminum 2024-T3 used in this study would be different from that for another 
material, requiring more experimental studies for each material.   
 Clamping systems are another very important aspect in in erlayer burr formation.  
The tighter and closer that workpiece layers can be held together in the vicinity of the 
hole being drilled, the less room there is for burrs to form.  Technically, if layers could be 
held together extremely tightly at the exact hole lcation, they could act as a single layer, 
and no interlayer burr would form.  Therefore, until th s goal is reached, there will always 
be room for clamping improvements though the use of new innovative systems. 
 As just mentioned, in order to completely optimize drill point geometries 
experimentally, an extensive number of studies would need to be performed due to the 
large amount of variable geometry parameters and the fact that each workpiece material 
has different properties that affect these parameters.  Consequently, it is important that an 
analytical model be developed that is capable of accurately predicting interlayer burr 
sizes without a large amount of experimentation needed.  In order to accomplish this, 
more needs to be known about the interlayer burr formation process, and exactly what the 
effects are of the clamping force and the presence of the second layer on the burr 






MATLAB CODE FOR DETERMINING 
BREAKTHROUGH THRUST AND TORQUE 
 
 
clear all  
close all  
clc  
  
directory = 'F:\Documents\Georgia Tech\Research\Measurements\Fo rce 
Measurements\Drill 1 Run 1\' ;  
  
for  hole = 1:9  
    thrustforces = 0;  %clear variable from previous loop run  
    torques = 0;  
    filename = sprintf( 'd1r1h00%d' , hole);  
    loadfile = strcat(directory, filename, '.lvm' );  
    data = importdata(loadfile);     
    time = data(:,1);  %get time from first column of .lvm file  
    thrustforces = data(:,3);  %get forces from fourth column of .lvm 
file  
    torques = data(:,4);  
    m = length(thrustforces);  
    stop = 0;  
    for  i = 2:m-1  
        if  ((thrustforces(i) > 0.2) && (stop == 0)) %if drill is 
beggining to make contact  
            x = thrustforces((i+192):(i+218));  %then breakthrough 
occurs around these points  
            y = torques((i+192):(i+218));  
            maxforce(hole) = mean(x);  
            maxtorque(hole) = mean(y);  
            stop = 1;  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
for  hole = 10:99  
    thrustforces = 0;  %clear variable from previous loop run  
    torques = 0;  
    filename = sprintf( 'd1r1h0%d' , hole);  
    loadfile = strcat(directory, filename, '.lvm' );  
    data = importdata(loadfile);     
    time = data(:,1);  %get time from first column of .lvm file  
    thrustforces = data(:,3);  %get forces from fourth column of .lvm 
file  
    torques = data(:,4);  
    m = length(thrustforces);  
    stop = 0;  
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    for  i = 2:m-1  
        if  ((thrustforces(i) > 0.2) && (stop == 0))  
            x = thrustforces((i+192):(i+218));   
            y = torques((i+192):(i+218));  
            maxforce(hole) = mean(x);  
            maxtorque(hole) = mean(y);  
            stop = 1;  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
for  hole = 100:1500  
    thrustforces = 0;  %clear variable from previous loop run  
    torques = 0;  
    filename = sprintf( 'd1r1h%d' , hole);  
    loadfile = strcat(directory, filename, '.lvm' );  
    data = importdata(loadfile);     
    time = data(:,1);  %get time from first column of .lvm file  
    thrustforces = data(:,3);  %get forces from fourth column of .lvm 
file  
    torques = data(:,4);  
    m = length(thrustforces);  
    stop = 0;  
    for  i = 2:m-1  
        if  ((thrustforces(i) > 0.2) && (stop == 0))  
            x = thrustforces((i+192):(i+218));   
            y = torques((i+192):(i+218));  
            maxforce(hole) = mean(x);  
            maxtorque(hole) = mean(y);  
            stop = 1;  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
%multiply by amplfication factor to get metric unit s:  
maxtorque = maxtorque * 50;  
maxforce = maxforce * 50;  
  
%create thrust and torque plots, find best fit line s, and display r^2 
value  
holes = 1:1500;  
coeff1 = polyfit(holes, maxforce, 1);  
bestfit1 = coeff1(1)*holes + coeff1(2);  
coeff2 = polyfit(holes, maxtorque, 1);  
bestfit2 = coeff2(1)*holes + coeff2(2);  
plot(holes, maxforce, holes, maxtorque, holes, best fit1, holes, 
bestfit2)  
[a,b,c,d] = r_squared(holes, maxforce);  
a1 = num2str(a);  
a2 = strcat( 'r^2 = ' , a1);  
text(500, 100, a2);  
title( 'Breakthrough Thrust Force and Torque Vs. Hole Numb er' );  
xlabel( 'Hole Number' );  
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%Changable Parameters:  
Thrustfactor = .03815; %c (percentage of deformation force acting 
against burr)  
averagethrustforce = 178.2; %average thrust force measured from 
dynamometer  
feed = .005; %feed per revolution  
pointangle = 135; %drill point angle  
helix = 20;  %drill helix angle  
webthickness = .0274; %drill web thickness  
shearstress = 283000000;  %material shear stress  
drillradius = .1935 / 2; %drill radius  
  
%Extra Parameters:  
beta = ((pointangle/2) * (pi/180)); %converting point angle to radians  
helixangle = helix * (pi/180); %converting helix angle to radians  
q = webthickness / (2*drillradius); %dimensionless parameter used in 
future calculations  
tanrakeangle = (((1 - (q^2 * (sin(beta)^2)))*tan(he lixangle))/(((1 - 
q^2)^.5)*sin(beta))) - ((q * cos(beta))/((1 - q^2)^ .5));  
rakeangle = atan(tanrakeangle); %calculating rake angle (from William's 
model)  
frictionangle = (pi/6 + rakeangle/2); %calculating friction angle (from 
William's model)  
phi = (pi/4) + ((rakeangle - frictionangle)/2); %calculating chip shear 
plane angle (from William's model)  
  
%Initialized Variables for Calculations:  
deltafinal = 0;  
epsilontest = 0;  
epsilonfinal = 0;  
gammafinal = 0;  
summin1 = 10; %for determining delta  
summin2 = 10; %for determining gamma  
summin3 = 10; %for determining epsilon  
sumfinal = 0;  
  
%Determining Parameter Delta  
for  gamma = .02:.02:1  
    for  epsilon = .2:.2:1.6  
        for  delta = .01:.01:.8  
            a = (delta^2 + gamma^2 + 1)^.5;  
            b = (delta^2 + (gamma^2 * (1 + (tan(bet a))^2)) - (2 * delta 
* tan(beta)) + (tan(beta))^2)^.5;  
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            c = 1 + (1 - epsilon)^2;  
            d = (delta * cos(beta)) - (sin(beta));  
            e = 2 * (gamma - (tan(frictionangle - r akeangle) * d));  
            f = 1 - (1-epsilon)^2;  
            g = (gamma^2 + delta^2)^.5;  
            sum1 = (a*b*c + f*g)/e;          
            if  sum1 < summin1  
                epsilontest = epsilon;  
                deltafinal = delta; %delta  
                summin1 = sum1;  
            end  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
%Determining Parameter Gamma  
for  gamma = .02:.02:1  
    a = (deltafinal^2 + gamma^2 + 1)^.5;  
    b = (deltafinal^2 + (gamma^2 * (1 + (tan(beta)) ^2)) - (2 * 
deltafinal * tan(beta)) + (tan(beta))^2)^.5;  
    c = 1 + (1 - epsilontest)^2;  
    d = (deltafinal * cos(beta)) - (sin(beta));  
    e = 2 * (gamma - (tan(frictionangle - rakeangle ) * d));  
    f = 1 - (1-epsilontest)^2;  
    g = (gamma^2 + deltafinal^2)^.5;  
    sum2 = (a*b*c + f*g)/e;  
    if  sum2 < summin2  
        gammafinal = gamma; %gamma 
        summin2 = sum2;  
    end  
end  
  
%Determining Parameters Epsilon and A  
for  epsilon = .001:.001:.5  
    a = (deltafinal^2 + gammafinal^2 + 1)^.5;  
    b = (deltafinal^2 + (gammafinal^2 * (1 + (tan(b eta))^2)) - (2 * 
deltafinal * tan(beta)) + (tan(beta))^2)^.5;  
    c = 1 + (1 - epsilon)^2;  
    d = (deltafinal * cos(beta)) - (sin(beta));  
    e = 2 * (gammafinal - (tan(frictionangle - rake angle) * d));  
    f = 1 - (1-epsilon)^2;  
    g = (gammafinal^2 + deltafinal^2)^.5;  
    sum3 = (a*b*c + f*g)/e;  
    sum4 = stressratio * epsilon * tan(beta) * ((co s(frictionangle - 
rakeangle))/(sin(phi)*cos(phi + frictionangle - rak eangle)));  
    if  abs(sum4-sum3) < summin3  
        epsilonfinal = epsilon; %epsilon  
        summin3 = abs(sum4-sum3);  
        sumfinal = sum4; %A 
    end  
end  
  
y1 = feed / (2*epsilonfinal); %calculating Sofronas initiation height  
sum5 = 1 / (sin(beta)*tan(frictionangle - rakeangle )); %calculating B  
y3 = y1 * (25.4/1000); %converting y1 to metric  
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y2 = (y3^2 - 
((sum5*Thrustfactor*averagethrustforce)/(sumfinal*s hearstress)))^(1/2); 
%calculating new interlayer initiation height in me tric  
y4 = y2 * (1000/25.4); %converting y2 to inches  
Rj = drillradius - (y4 * tan(beta)); %calculating value of inner burr 
material radius  
Predictedheight = (drillradius^3 - Rj^3) / (3 * dri llradius^2); 
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